How can we genetically improve dairy cattle health?
John B. Cole, Ph.D., Animal Improvement Programs Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Beltsville, MD
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may not be usable for genetic evaluation due to
successful in improving genetic merit for yield
limitations of automated data processing.
(Figure 1), however success has come at the cost of
Culling Codes. Culling codes are already
fitness traits such as udder health (Figure 2, lower
included on lactation records in the national dairy
values more desirable) and fertility (Figure 3). The
database. Records of culling already contribute to
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evaluations for productive life. Research has
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Figure 1. Trend in Holstein genetic merit for milk
shown that the specific culling codes for mastitis
the danger of
and reproduction may be valuable as indirect
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indicators for genetic evaluation of these traits.
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Before any useful evaluation tools can be developed
whose lactation began with a difficult calving have
challenges including a lack of standardization in
higher risks of developing metabolic diseases (ketosis,
disease recording and the absence of a national
displaced abomasa, etc.) and failing to breed back than
health database must be overcome.
cows that began their lactation with an easy calving.
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traits like milk and protein. For example,
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daughter pregnancy rate has a heritability of 4%
farm
(meaning, 4% of the variation in daughter pregnancy
recordkeeping systems (PC-DART, DairyComp 305,
rate is due to genetics), while the heritability of milk
etc.) to a national database. A key feature of this format
or protein is 30%.
is a standardized set of codes for commonly occurring
This means that it
diseases. Important concerns about data privacy and
may take many
confidentiality must be resolved with the help of
generations to make
industry leaders before data can be routinely collected.
substantial genetic
What can you do to help this project succeed?
changes in the
Record Keeping. Computerized on-farm
population and bulls
management systems are essential for collecting health
need more daughters
data on a national basis. Use your system consistently;
to receive highestablish a routine for entering events and updating
reliability proofs for traits with lower heritability.
Figure 3. Trend in Holstein genetic merit for daughter
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Also, it takes time to develop accurate evaluation
incidents of
tools; even if AIPL started receiving data tomorrow,
disease using
it would probably be a couple of years before a new
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trait evaluation could be provided to the industry.
codes. InformaIt will take an industry-wide effort and lots of
tion stored in
patience to genetically improve dairy cattle health.
your system
The payoff will come when you are milking
using farmhealthier, longer-lived, more profitable cows.
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